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Pricing Solutions  
for Manufacturing:
Data-driven price setting and
optimization for top-line growth

Pricing Solutions helps manufacturers set competitive 
product prices, determine discounting rules, and 
optimize deal pricing for large transactions to ensure 
each sale returns the highest possible margins.



Get started
To learn more about our suite of pricing 
solutions for manufacturing, contact  
us at contact@periscope-solutions.com  
or visit www.mckinsey.com/periscope
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Pricing Solutions sets list, 
floor, and target prices, and 
recommends discounts based 
on historical sales data, market 
insights, and margin targets.

Controlling pricing is difficult for any company, 
especially manufacturers with large sales teams  
and complex product portfolios.

Without the ability to analyze constantly shifting 
market data, product price sensitivity, and customer 
purchasing behavior, managers resort to making 
pricing decisions based on intuition or limited 
historical sales data. Without clear discounting 
guidelines, salespeople price their deals to hit  
sales targets instead of margin goals.

Pricing Solutions solves this problem. We analyze 
market and cost data to set prices, leverage 
advanced analytics to recommend discounts, and 
embed systemized configure price quote (CPQ)  
deal pricing capabilities into sales processes. Our 
tools help pricing managers take a data-driven 
approach to two aspects of pricing:

Price-setting 
We integrate competitor prices, market trends, 
and material cost changes in order to set the best 
price for each SKU, in each market. Our platform 
automatically calculates each product’s price 
elasticity to determine a list price that results in  
both high margins and sales volume.

Deal discounting 
Our solutions calculate each deal’s “score”, based on 
overall net sale and margin. When a deal drops below 

a pre-determined score, it requires approval from 
leadership. Salespeople can avoid this process by 
altering the deal specifications to fall within standard 
ranges. This encourages higher margins and creative 
deal structuring, and prevents on-the-fly decisions 
that neglect bottom-line targets.

Why Pricing Solutions?
Centralized tool
Pricing Solutions embeds world-leading intellectual 
property and McKinsey know-how in a single 
platform that helps manufacturers set account-
specific pricing, as well as structure and manage 
deals. We create a streamlined price management 
process by enabling salespeople to create custom 
quotes within pre-determined guardrails, check deal 
specifics with automated approval workflow, and 
send exceptions to leadership for timely approval.

Long-term capability building
Our experts work with managers and their teams 
to develop the best practices and muscle memory 
necessary to react to current and future pricing 
challenges. When using our tools, companies benefit 
from more profitable transactions, and the front 
line develops best practices by reviewing manager 
feedback that explains rejected and accepted 
discount proposals.

Unrivaled data and analytics
Our proprietary algorithms quantify the insights 
from the McKinsey pricing practice and the 
experience of more than 550 pricing experts around 
the world. We integrate information on competitor 
pricing, deal performance and account history,  
and analyze them to determine optimal pricing  
and cross-selling opportunities.

2-5% 
Top-line growth

Pricing Solutions for Manufacturing  
by the numbers:

1.5% 
Margin uplift

7% 
ROS improvement
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